Seniors Independence Project (TOMSIP)

OUR VOLUNTEERS MAKE A DIFFERENCE BY PROVIDING:

- Transportation to local appointments; our volunteers escort you
- Help with grocery shopping
- Home visits
- Chatting on the phone
- Clerical assistance

VOLUNTEERS...

- Have an impact on the life of their neighbors
- Donate two hours per week at a time that works for them
- Are trained
- Go through a background check at no charge to them
- Will be insured while they are volunteering

_THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THE SERVICE FOR OLDER ADULTS, 60 YEARS OF AGE AND ABOVE._

TOWN OF MONTGOMERY SENIORS INDEPENDENCE PROJECT (TOMSIP)
110 BRACKEN ROAD • MONTGOMERY, NY 12549
845.457.4138 • www.TownofMontgomery.com

INCLUDES: VILLAGES OF MAY BROOK, MONTGOMERY AND WALDEN

OUR COMMUNITY

In our town, many older adults live alone and enjoy their independence. Unfortunately, some are isolated, separated from their families, or are in need of a caring friend. Simple gestures can make a difference; they help your neighbor feel connected to the community. Individuals can remain in their homes for as long as possible.

Our Friendly Visitor Program is committed to supporting our residents by helping them remain in their homes. We do this by matching local volunteers with residents who need support.

VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED; PLEASE CONSIDER VOLUNTEERING!